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Haunted House (2021) New Hindi Dubbed Horror Movie | Mandhra, Saikumar
#HauntedHouse. Watch a movie in English with Russian subtitles online
"Haunted House 2" on mandhri.ru As we already wrote, the Mandha channel
offered us two new films, including an English-language one ("A house with
paranormal phenomena 2") in Russian. The film's director and screenwriter
Temen Nikhan was inspired by the classic film Ghost with Mel Gibson. In our
cinema - a performance for adults, created in 30 minutes. The new film tells the
story of two friends as they struggle to cope with a paralyzing horror that visits
their private home through the perspective of a ghost girl (Mirai). The picture
echoes American horror films such as Panic Room and The Haunting of Hill
House. The main roles were played by Miraya and Umad Modi. Miraya is a
ghost girl who has been good at drawing since childhood. Umad is a complete
intellectual, fluent in the Hindu language and not in all cases able to speak it.
But for this film, he learns the language, teaches Miruyu, and becomes not a
friend for her, but a second father. Mirai has many different means at her
disposal to control her behavior. In particular, during the filming of the film,
she sat motionless for hours in front of the computer, taking various strange
poses and forms. The film tells about two friends - Natasha, who suffers from
psychological problems, and Osho, a taciturn but resourceful person who is
also haunted by a paralyzing fear. He is sure that he is possessed by the spirit
of a deceased relative, after whose death he turned into a ghost. But soon he
has to face horrors, much more terrible than any nightmare: his old
grandmother begins to scream heart-rendingly, and the house is filled with
spirits. It is generally accepted that all these paranormal phenomena that haunt
our heroes are the result of the fact that the deceased relative did not leave a
will. And the ghosts of relatives, who do not even leave behind graves, are
trying to bring the heirs to mind. And if so, then it becomes clearer why
Natasha cannot sleep at night, no matter where she is. After all, spirits that look
like people have been haunting her friends since the first days of their
acquaintance. The artist and director of the picture Temen Nikhan believes
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